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Abstract

Two of the three essays are experimental studies on motivated beliefs, while the third

chapter is a health economics paper on the labor market consequences of a health shock. The

first chapter shows that people distort beliefs about third parties to excuse self-interested

behavior. The second chapter (joint work with Balázs Krusper) demonstrates inflated beliefs

as a result of holding a portfolio. The third chapter (joint work with Kinga Marczell) uses a

Hungarian administrative data set and shows how managers’ career path are differentially

affected by a health shock compared to the career path of non-managers.

Chapter 1 - I Gain, You Mitigate

This paper examines whether people distort beliefs about third parties – such as the

ability of scientists to offset one’s environmental impact – to excuse self interested behavior.

I set up a lab experiment in which dictators decide how much money to take, with the

success of a third party in solving a puzzle determining whether the money comes from

passive participants or another source. The experiment exogenously varies whether it is

the success or the failure of the third party that results in taking the chosen amount from

passive participants. After participants decide the amount, they report their beliefs about

the success of the third party. I find that the proportion of participants believing in the

success of the third party is 13 percentage points higher when the success of the third party

results in taking the money from a different source. With monetary incentives for correct

beliefs, this effect goes down to 6 percentage points and becomes insignificant. This means

that the presence of a third party might result in even more self-interested behavior than

it has been previously thought.

Chapter 2 - Holding a Portfolio and Wishful Thinking

with Balázs Krusper

This paper investigates whether people distort their beliefs about ambiguous outcomes

of products as a result of owning them. We set up a lab experiment where people have

to form beliefs about portfolios’ payoff probabilities. The experiment exogenously varies

whether the good, or the bad portfolio is assigned to the subject. We find that beliefs

about the payoff probabilities are 2.75 pp higher for assigned portfolios and this effect is

significant on a one-sided test. The study also tests for asymmetric belief updating, effects

of changing payoff size, and changes in incentives for correct guessing. We find neither sign

of differential belief updating, nor an effect of changes in incentives for guessing correctly.

When the amount the portfolio pays off is increased, there is less of an effect of owning it.

This is hard to reconcile with the current theories, however, disappointment aversion might

be a plausible explanation.



Chapter 3 - The Effect of Managers’ Health Shocks on their Future Em-

ployment

with Kinga Marczell

Using Hungarian administrative data set, this study analyzes the effect of a health shock

on employment outcomes – such as wage and employment. Distinguishing managers, we

estimate interaction effects as well. A health shock results on average 45pp permanent

drop in the likelihood of employment starting one year after the event, and a temporary

drop in wages. The likelihood of employment for managers, however, are affected 5.5pp

less and their wages experience a moderate drop lasting even after the health shock. These

differences can not be explained by neither observables, nor differential trends prior to the

health shock.
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